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and the tuning of sensory receptive field properties (Be-Urbana, Illinois 61801
rardi and Morrone, 1984; Cox and Sherman, 2000; Hol-
defer et al., 1989; Norton and Godwin, 1992; Sillito and
Kemp, 1983; Uhlrich et al., 1995; Zhu and Lo, 1998; ZhuSummary
and Uhlrich, 1997). Inhibitory mechanisms also play an
important role in the synchronization and maintenanceInformation gating through the thalamus is dependent
of intrathalamic oscillatory activities that are associatedon the output of thalamic relay neurons. These relay
with sleep/wake states and pathophysioloigical condi-neurons receive convergent innervation from a number
tions such as absence epilepsy (Cox et al., 1997; Hu-of sources, including GABA-containing interneurons that
guenard and Prince, 1994; Huntsman et al., 1999; Steri-provide feed-forward inhibition. These interneurons are
ade et al., 1993; von Krosigk et al., 1993).unique in that they have two distinct outputs: axonal
In the present study, we have focused on the functionand dendritic. In addition to conventional axonal out-
of -aminobutyric acid (GABA)-containing dLGN interneu-puts, these interneurons have presynaptic dendrites
rons. These neurons are unique in that they give rise tothat may provide localized inhibitory influences. Our
two distinct types of output: axonal and dendritic (Coxstudy indicates that synaptic activation of metabo-
and Sherman, 2000; Famiglietti and Peters, 1972; Guil-tropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) increases inhibi-
lery, 1969; Montero, 1986; Ralston, 1971). The conven-tory activity in relay neurons by increasing output of
tional axonal output of interneurons arises from axonpresynaptic dendrites of interneurons. Optic tract stimu-
terminals that form axodendritic or axosomatic inhibi-lation increases inhibitory activity in thalamic relay neu-
tory synapses onto relay neurons (F1 terminals, Figurerons in a frequency- and intensity-dependent manner
1A). The second output is via GABA-containing den-and is attenuated by mGluR antagonists. Our data sug-
drites that form dendrodendritic synapses onto relaygest that synaptic activation of mGluRs selectively al-
cell dendrites and are known as F2 terminals (Famigliettiters dendritic output but not axonal output of thalamic
and Peters, 1972; Guillery, 1969; Hamos et al., 1985;interneurons. This mechanism could serve an impor-
Montero, 1986; Ralston, 1971). The functional role oftant role in focal, feed-forward information processing
these F2 terminals is not clearly understood but is ofin addition to dynamic information processing in thala-
considerable interest in view of their anatomical ar-mocortical circuits.
rangements. These F2 terminals are proximal to the reti-
nogeniculate input and form triadic arrangements: reti-Introduction
nal axons contact both F2 terminal and relay neuron
dendrite, and the F2 terminal in turn synapses onto theThe gating of information transfer through the thalamus
same relay neuron dendrite (Figure 1A). Because of theto the neocortex is a dynamic process that results from
proximity of the F2 terminal to the excitatory retinogeni-the interactions of intrinsic properties of thalamic relay
culate synapse onto the relay neuron, these inhibitoryneurons with synaptic afferents that arise from intrinsic
inputs could serve to focally regulate retinogeniculate
as well as extrinsic sources (Jones, 1985; Sherman and
transmission. In vivo intracellular recordings within the
Guillery, 1996, 2001; Steriade et al., 1997). In the visual
anterior thalamic nuclei reveal a small, short latency
thalamus, the primary sensory information from retinal IPSP that has been attributed to activation of these presyn-
ganglion neurons provides a relatively small percentage aptic dendrites, and this inhibitory response could shape
(10%) of the total synapses onto individual relay neu- excitatory retinogeniculate activity of the relay neuron
rons (Van Horn et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 1984). The (Pare´ et al., 1991). In addition, the activity of F2 terminals
remaining 90% of synaptic inputs originate from extra- has been thought to occur independently of ongoing
retinal sources, such as inhibitory interneurons within activity at the somatic level of the interneuron and thus
the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN), inhibitory may act as an independent, local processor (Bloomfield
neurons in the thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN), deep and Sherman, 1989; Cox et al., 1998; Cox and Sherman,
layer corticothalamic pyramidal cells of visual cortex, 2000; Pare´ et al., 1991; Sherman and Guillery, 1996).
and a variety of brainstem nuclei. The visual system is Glutamate-containing retinogeniculate neurons pro-
not unique in this respect, considering that a similar vide excitatory synaptic innervation of dLGN neurons:
distribution of synaptic inputs within the somatosensory both thalamocortical relay and interneurons (Scharfman
system has been described (Liu et al., 1995). Although et al., 1990; Sillito et al., 1990a, 1990b; Turner et al., 1994;
the functional roles of these nonprimary sensory affer- Turner and Salt, 1998; White and Sur, 1992; Williams
ents are not clearly understood, they likely serve to mod- et al., 1996). Optic tract stimulation evokes excitatory
ulate information transfer through the thalamus (Guillery responses in these cells that are mediated by ionotropic
glutamate receptors (iGluRs), including both N-methyl-
D-aspartate (NMDA) and -amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-*Correspondence: clcox@life.uiuc.edu
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Figure 1. The Thalamic Slice Preparation and Neuronal Subtypes within the LGN
(A) Schematic of glutamatergic and GABAergic input onto dLGN relay neurons.
(B) Parasagittal thalamic slice as it appears in recording chamber. Recordings were made from dLGN, while a stimulating electrode was
placed in the optic tract (OT), greater than 0.5 mm from the dLGN border.
(C) Photomicrograph of biocytin-filled dLGN relay neuron. Characteristic responses to hyperpolarizing and depolarizing current steps are
shown below. Note the prominent low-threshold calcium spike. Calibration, 50 m.
(D) Photomicrograph of dLGN interneuron. Note the greater apparent input resistance and practically absent low threshold calcium spike in
the voltage responses to current steps. Calibration, 50 m.
dLGN, dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus; vLGN, ventral lateral geniculate nucleus; MGN, medial geniculate nucleus; OT, optic tract; r, recording
pipette; s, stimulating electrode.
4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors. In addition Cox and Sherman, 2000; Godwin et al., 1996a). In our
previous studies, we have shown that mGluR agoniststo iGluRs, mGluRs are also distributed throughout the
dLGN (Godwin et al., 1996a; Neto et al., 2000; Shigemoto increase inhibitory activity in relay neurons, presumably
by activation of F2 terminals (Cox et al., 1998; Cox andet al., 1992). Previous studies suggest that optic tract
stimulation does not produce direct mGluR-mediated Sherman, 2000), which is consistent with the anatomical
localization of mGluRs on F2 terminals in dLGN (Godwinsynaptic responses in relay neurons (McCormick and
von Krosigk, 1992; Turner and Salt, 1998). However, the et al., 1996a). The present series of experiments were
designed to elucidate the physiological significance ofpotential involvement of mGluRs in the retinogeniculate
transmission via dLGN interneurons is supported by an- mGluR-mediated alterations in synaptic output. We
have demonstrated that optic tract stimulation activatesatomical and electrophysiological data (Cox et al., 1998;
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mGluRs located on presynaptic GABA-containing den- ure 2A, tetanus). The range of stimulus frequencies used
in these experiments was based on firing rates recordeddrites of interneurons (F2 terminals), leading to increased
from retinal ganglion cells in response to visual stimuliinhibition in relay neurons. This activity-dependent pro-
(Cleland et al., 1973; Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966).cess could play an important role in the sculpturing of
The increase in IPSP activity as well as the amplitudeexcitatory synaptic activity by retinogeniculate neurons
and duration of the slow depolarization were dependentonto thalamocortical relay neurons and thereby influ-
on the intensity and frequency of the stimulation (seeence the gating properties of thalamic neurons.
below). Application of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
and non-NMDA glutamate receptor antagonists [(/)-Results
3-(2-carboxypiperazin-4-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid
(CPP; 20M) and 6,7-dinitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (DNQX;Recordings were obtained from a total of 173 cells in
40–60 M], respectively, attenuated the initial depol-the rat dLGN: 162 thalamocortical relay neurons and 11
arizing response evoked by optic tract stimulationinterneurons. The majority of recordings were obtained
(Figure 2A, DNQX/CPP). Under these conditions, thefrom parasagittal brain slices in order to preserve the
robust increase in short-lasting membrane hyperpolar-optic tract input (Figure 1B; Turner and Salt, 1998). Some
izations persisted. The GABAA receptor antagonist ga-recordings (n  20: 16 relay cells and 4 interneurons)
bazine (SR95531; 10 M) completely attenuated thewere obtained from coronal sections, but we observed
hyperpolarizations, indicating that these events wereno detectable differences in evoked responses or basic
GABAA receptor-mediated inhibitory postsynaptic po-membrane properties with this alternative slice orienta-
tentials (IPSPs; Figure 2A, SR95531/DNQX/CPP). A simi-tion, and thus, the data were pooled. Relay neurons and
lar effect of the GABA receptor antagonist on the IPSPsinterneurons were distinguished by both physiological
was observed in all cells tested (n  25, e.g., Figures 2,and morphological criteria (Hamos et al., 1985; Pape
7, and 8). Tetanic stimulation of the optic tract evokedand McCormick, 1995; Williams et al., 1996; Zhu et al.,
a clear increase in IPSP activity in 49% of relay neurons1999). The average membrane potential of relay neurons
tested (60/122). As illustrated in Figures 2–7 the increaseand interneurons in our sampling was 66.8  4.5 mV
in IPSP activity typically occurred concurrently with the(n  162) and 62.3  3.4 mV (n  11), respectively.
slow depolarization in the majority of these cells (44/Interneurons had a significantly greater input resistance
60); however, in some cells (16/60), the increase in IPSP(435  107 M	, n  11) than relay neurons (303 
activity was independent of the slow depolarization. Of78 M	, n  162; p  0.05). In addition, relay neurons
the 62 remaining neurons, optic tract stimulation did notproduced a stereotypical voltage-dependent burst firing
increase IPSP activity.response consisting of a few high-frequency Na-
Axons of retinal ganglion cells innervate both thalamo-dependent action potentials riding on a transient depo-
cortical relay neurons and interneurons within the dLGN.larizing wave from activation of transient, low-threshold
Electrical stimulation of optic tract produces excitatorycalcium current (Figure 1C; see Steriade and Llina´s,
synaptic responses that are mediated by iGluRs in both1988). In contrast, interneurons did not appear to show
types of neurons (Scharfman et al., 1990; Turner anda similar pronounced, stereotypical burst discharge at
Salt, 1998; von Krosigk et al., 1999). Thus, the increaseany membrane potential (Figure 1D; Cox and Sherman,
in IPSP activity that we have observed in the relay neu-2000; Pape and McCormick, 1995). Interneurons also
rons is not that surprising if strong tetanic stimulationhad a pronounced depolarizing sag in response to hy-
of optic tract produced suprathreshold excitation ofperpolarizing current pulses indicative of the hyperpo-
interneurons that in turn innervate the relay neurons
larization-activated cation current (Ih). Although this de- (stereotypical feed-forward inhibition). We next added
polarizing sag was present in relay neurons, it was less
the iGluR antagonists DNQX (40 M) and CPP (20 M)
robust than that in the interneurons. The morphology of to attenuate such possible suprathreshold responses in
the recorded neurons was confirmed by biocytin injec- interneurons, and under these conditions, the increase
tions and compared with previously published morpho- in IPSP activity persisted (Figure 2A, DNQX/CPP), sug-
logical criteria (Pape and McCormick, 1995; Williams et gesting that suprathreshold excitation of interneurons
al., 1996; Zhu et al., 1999). Relay neurons typically had (or GABA-containing TRN neurons) could not account
an oval soma with four to seven processes originating for the observed increase in IPSP activity. Another
from the soma (Figure 1C). Interneurons had a bipolar source of IPSP activity would be via suprathreshold
appearance with small, fusiform somata with dendrites stimulation of GABA-containing TRN neurons. Although
emanating from the opposite poles of the soma (Fig- there is no evidence of direct retinal innervation of TRN,
ure 1D). these neurons could be excited by suprathreshold exci-
tation of relay neurons via optic tract stimulation. To
Optic Tract Stimulation Increases IPSP Activity clarify this issue, we recorded from TRN neurons and
in Relay Neurons stimulated the optic tract with the maximum stimulus
Using the parasagittal slice orientation, the stimulating parameters (400 A, 200 Hz). In six of seven neurons,
electrode could be placed at a distance greater than optic tract stimulation produced no changes in the mem-
0.5 mm from the dLGN border and approximately 1 mm brane potential of the TRN neurons (data not shown).
from the recording electrode (Figure 1B). Tetanic stimu- In the remaining neuron, tetanic stimulation produced
lation of the optic tract (25–400 A, 100 s pulse dura- a small depolarization that was subsequently blocked
tion, 10–200 Hz, 10 pulses) evoked a robust increase in by DNQX/CPP. Thus, the increase in IPSP activity in
the frequency of short-duration membrane hyperpolar- relay neurons that persists in DNQX/CPP is not due
to suprathreshold depolarization of TRN neurons orizations as well as a slow membrane depolarization (Fig-
Neuron
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Figure 2. Optic Tract Stimulation Increases
IPSP Activity in Relay Neurons
(A) Current-clamp traces obtained from dLGN
relay neuron. Traces on the right are expan-
sion of the time period represented by the
dashed line in the left column. Spontaneous:
a few spontaneous short-lasting hyperpolar-
izations (presumed IPSPs) were observed in
the absence of stimulation. Tetanus: tetanic
stimulation (arrow, 400 A, 200 Hz; 10 pulses,
30 s interval) evokes a depolarization and ro-
bust increase in apparent IPSPs. The asterisk
indicates a truncated action potential. DNQX/
CPP: the increase in tetanus-evoked IPSPs
persists following blockade of AMPA and
NMDA-glutamate receptors by DNQX (40M)
and CPP (20 M), respectively. SR95531/
DNQX/CPP: the GABAA receptor antagonist
SR95531 (10 M) attenuated the tetanus-
evoked IPSPs, suggesting that these events
are mediated by GABAA receptors. Wash: the
effect of SR95531 is reversible following 20
min wash in DNQX/CPP-containing solution.
(B) Distribution of average IPSP frequency
(0.5 s bins) for the tetanus-evoked response
() and during spontaneous activity in ab-
sence of stimulation () in 22 relay neurons.
Note the increase in IPSP frequency following
tetanic stimulation. The data are presented
as mean  SD.
interneurons (at the somatic level). The time course of crease in IPSP activity (Figure 3Aiii, n 11). In the pres-
ence of iGluR antagonists, CPP (20 M) and DNQX (40the increase in IPSP activity in response to optic tract
stimulation in the presence of DNQX/CPP is summarized M), the initial short-lasting synaptic excitatory and in-
hibitory responses were attenuated by reduction of exci-for 22 neurons in Figure 2B. The IPSP frequency was
quantified over 15 s following stimulation using 0.5 s tation on both the relay neurons and inhibitory interneu-
rons. However, optic radiation stimulation still evokedbins. The increase in IPSP activity peaked 1–3 s follow-
ing optic tract stimulation and could last nearly 15 s a lasting depolarization with no apparent increase in
IPSP activity (Figure 3Aiv). The frequency of IPSPs be-(range: 5–15 s for all neurons). In contrast, the frequency
of spontaneous activity remained relatively constant tween the evoked and spontaneous activity did not differ
significantly (Figure 3C, black bars, n  11, p  0.05).during the same time interval.
In order to evaluate whether the increase in IPSP activ- This long-lasting depolarization results from activation
of postsynaptic mGluRs on relay neurons (data notity was restricted to optic tract stimulation, we next
stimulated the optic radiations (containing corticotha- shown) similar to that shown in previous studies (McCor-
mick and von Krosigk, 1992; Turner and Salt, 2000; vonlamic fibers) by placing the stimulating electrode in the
TRN near the dLGN border. Single stimuli (400 A, 100 Krosigk et al., 1999). The obvious difference between
optic radiation stimulation versus optic tract stimulations) produced a short-lasting, biphasic (excitatory-inhibi-
tory) synaptic response that was typically dominated by was the lack of an increase in IPSP activity in all cells
tested with optic radiation stimulation (n  11). In con-the inhibitory component (Figure 3Aii). Maximal tetanic
stimulation (400A, 200 Hz, 10 pulses) produced a com- trast, tetanic stimulation of optic tract with similar pa-
rameters (400 A, 200 Hz, 10 pulses) produced a com-plex short-lasting synaptic response consisting of both
excitatory and inhibitory components but no lasting in- plex synaptic response with an obvious increase in IPSP
Synaptic Regulation of Dendritic Outputs
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Figure 3. Tetanus-Evoked Increase in IPSP
Frequency Is Limited to Optic Tract Stimu-
lation
(Ai) Intracellular recording from dLGN relay
neurons reveals a low level of spontaneous
IPSP activity without stimulation. (Aii) Single
shock stimulation of optic radiation (400 A)
evokes a synaptic response dominated by an
apparent IPSP. The inset illustrates the EPSP
at a faster time base. Inset calibration 20 mV,
10 ms. (Aiii) Tetanic stimulation (200 Hz, 10
pulses) produced a large synaptic response
with a suprathreshold EPSP that evoked an
action potential (*, truncated), strong IPSP
followed by a slower EPSP that evoked a
small low-threshold Ca2 spike in this cell.
Note the absence of an increase in IPSP activ-
ity. The truncated action potentials are illus-
trated at full scale with a faster time base.
Inset calibration 20 mV, 10 ms. (Aiv) Following
blockade of iGluRs by the antagonists DNQX
(40 M) and CPP (20 M), the slow depolar-
ization persists; however, there is no appar-
ent increase in IPSP activity.
(Bi) In a different relay neuron, there is low-
frequency spontaneous IPSP activity. (Bii)
Single optic tract stimulus (400 A) evoked
complex synaptic response consisting of
early EPSP that produces an action potential
(*, truncated), IPSP, and late EPSP with little
change in IPSP frequency. The action poten-
tial is shown in the inset at a faster time base.
Inset calibration 20 mV, 10 ms. (Biii) Tetanic
stimulation (400 A, 200 Hz, 10 pulses) of
optic tract produced strong EPSP that
reached firing threshold (*, truncated). The
inset illustrates the multiple action potentials
to tetanic stimulation. Inset calibration 20 mV,
10 ms. This response was followed by a slow
EPSP on top of which there was an obvious
increase in IPSP frequency that outlasted the
membrane depolarization. (Biv) The initial
EPSP/IPSP response was attenuated by the
iGluR antagonists DNQX (40 M) and CPP
(20 M), leaving a robust increase in IPSP fre-
quency.
(C) Analyses of IPSP frequency before and following stimulation of optic radiations (black bars) and optic tract (gray bars). There is no
significant difference in IPSP activity following stimulation of optic radiations compared to spontaneous activity. However, there was a
significant increase in IPSP activity following optic tract stimulation (p  0.01).
activity (Figure 3B). The increase in IPSP activity in re- the dLGN interneurons (F2 terminals) that, in response
to the mGluR agonist, would release GABA and therebysponse to optic tract stimulation is more evident in the
presence of iGluR antagonists (Figure 3Biv). The in- produce IPSPs in the relay neuron. This effect was ob-
served in a particular subpopulation of relay neurons,crease in average IPSP frequency was significantly
greater following optic tract stimulation than compared the X-type relay neurons that are innervated by F2 termi-
nals. The other major relay cell subtype, Y-type, do notto spontaneous IPSP activity (Figure 3C, gray bars, p 
0.01, n  22). appear to be innervated by F2 terminals and from our
earlier work using ACPD did not have a TTX-insensitiveThe tetanus-induced increase in IPSP activity ob-
served in the present study is strikingly similar to that increase in IPSP activity. If our earlier hypothesis is cor-
rect regarding the two relay cell types and their subse-which we had observed using mGluR agonists in cat
dLGN (Cox et al., 1998; Cox and Sherman, 2000). The quent innervation, then the subpopulation of neurons
in which optic tract stimulation increases IPSP activitymGluR agonist (/)-1-aminocyclopentane-trans-1,
3-dicarboxylic acid (ACPD) produced a robust increase should overlap with the TTX-insensitive increase in
IPSPs with mGluR agonists. We tested this hypothesisin IPSP activity that persisted in the voltage-dependent
Na channel blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) in a subpopula- in 19 relay neurons. The mGluR agonist ACPD (150 M,
20 s duration) produced a robust increase in IPSP activ-tion of dLGN relay neurons (TTX-insensitive response).
These previous studies suggested that the increased ity in 14 of 19 neurons tested. In TTX (1 M), the increase
in IPSP activity by ACPD persisted in 8 of 14 cells (FigureIPSP activity was presumably through activation of
mGluR receptors localized on presynaptic dendrites of 4B, TTX). More importantly, in 6 of these 8 neurons,
Neuron
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Figure 4. Optic Tract Stimulation Mimics Ac-
tions of Metabotropic Glutamate Receptor
Agonists on IPSP Activity in Relay Neuron
(A) Current-clamp recording from dLGN relay
neuron in the presence of the iGluR antago-
nists DNQX (40M) and CPP (20M). Tetanic
stimulation (arrow, 400 A, 200 Hz, 10 pulses)
produces a robust increase in IPSP com-
pared to that observed before stimulation
(Spontaneous).
(B) In same relay neuron, short application
(20 s) of mGluR agonist ACPD (150 M) pro-
duced a robust increase in IPSP activity along
with a slow membrane depolarization. The
lower traces are at a faster time base, illus-
trating the baseline activity prior to ACPD ap-
plication (1), 1 min post-application, after
which the membrane potential has been man-
ually clamped back to pre-ACPD levels (2),
and 5 min post-ACPD application (3). Control:
in the presence of the iGluR antagonists
DNQX (40 M) and CPP (20 M), there are
no obvious spontaneous IPSPs prior to ACPD
application (1). At 1 min post-ACPD, the
membrane potential is depolarized and is
accompanied by a clear increase in sponta-
neous IPSPs. With manual adjustment of
the membrane potential to pre-levels with
constant current, the increase in IPSP
activity persists (2). The baseline activity re-
turns to pre-ACPD conditions 5 min after
application. TTX: with the addition of TTX
(1 M), ACPD still produces a robust increase
in IPSP activity. Recovery to baseline condi-
tions occurs within 5 min. SR95531: the
IPSPs evoked by ACPD application are atten-
uated by the antagonist SR95531 (10 M),
indicating that these events are mediated by
GABAA receptors.
tetanic stimulation (prior to TTX application) evoked an 1999), therefore, we systematically varied the intensity
and frequency of the optic tract stimulation. We foundincrease in IPSP activity (Figure 4A). Furthermore, in the
remaining 6 neurons in which TTX blocked the increase that the magnitude of the increased IPSP activity was
dependent on both stimulus frequency and intensity.in IPSP activity (TTX-sensitive), optic tract stimulation
(prior to TTX application) did not increase IPSP activity. The influence of stimulus frequency on IPSP activity
was tested by stimulating the optic tract at frequenciesThese data indicate that, in relay neurons that had a TTX-
insensitive mGluR agonist-mediated increase in IPSP ranging from 0.1 to 200 Hz in the presence of iGluR
antagonists, DNQX (40 M) and CPP (20 M). At rela-activity (presumed F2 terminal innervation), we also ob-
served that tetanic optic tract stimulation evoked an tively low stimulus frequencies (10 Hz), optic tract
stimulation evoked no apparent alterations in IPSP activ-increase in IPSP activity. Furthermore, in neurons that
only had a TTX-sensitive increase in IPSP activity (pre- ity (Figure 5Ai). At 30 Hz stimulation, there was a subtle
increase in IPSP activity, but with higher stimulus fre-sumably lacking F2 terminal innervation), optic tract
stimulation did not produce an increase in IPSP activity. quencies (100 and 200 Hz), there was a robust increase
in IPSP activity (Figure 5Ai). A similar trend was observed
in almost all 17 neurons tested (Figure 5Aii). The IPSPFrequency and Intensity Dependence of Stimulus
on Spontaneous IPSP Activity activity evoked by either single (0.1 Hz) or 10 Hz stimula-
tion was not significantly different from spontaneousOur working hypothesis is that optic tract stimulation
activates mGluRs located on presynaptic dendrites of activity. However, higher frequency stimuli (30, 100, and
200 Hz) produced a statistically significant increase ininterneurons and thereby excites these presynaptic
dendrites, leading to increased GABA release. Previous IPSP activity (p  0.05; ANOVA with Dunn’s tests).
The increase in IPSP activity produced by optic tractstudies regarding synaptic activation of metabotropic-
type neurotransmitter receptors indicate the require- stimulation was also dependent on stimulus intensity.
Optic tract was stimulated at various intensities (50–400ment of tetanic stimulation (McCormick and von Kro-
sigk, 1992; Turner and Salt, 2000; von Krosigk et al., A) using a fixed frequency of 200 Hz. Low-intensity
Synaptic Regulation of Dendritic Outputs
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Figure 5. Increase in IPSP Activity Is Dependent on Stimulus Frequency and Intensity
(Ai) Spontaneous: at rest (64 mV), there are very few obvious spontaneous IPSPs. Tetanus: tetanic stimulation (400 A, 200 Hz, 10 pulses)
evokes a depolarization along with an obvious increase in IPSP frequency. DNQX/CPP: following attenuation of iGluRs with DNQX (40 M)
and CPP (20 M), the optic tract is stimulated at different frequencies. Low-frequency stimulation (0.1 and 10 Hz) did not increase IPSP
activity above spontaneous levels. With increasing stimulus frequencies, 30, 100, and 200 Hz, there is a clear increase in the IPSP activity
following tetanic stimulation. (Aii) The relationship between stimulus frequency and resulting average IPSP frequency was quantified for 17
relay neurons. Note the marked increase in IPSPs frequency from 30 to 200 Hz stimulation. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number
of cells tested at each frequency.
(B) Increase in IPSP activity is dependent on the intensity of optic tract stimulation. (Bi) Spontaneous: in the presence of DNQX (40 M) and
CPP (20 M), there are a few small-amplitude IPSPs in the absence of stimulation. The optic tract was stimulated at various stimulus intensities
while using a fixed stimulus train (200 Hz, 10 pulses). At low stimulus intensity (50 A), IPSP activity was similar to spontaneous activity. With
increasing stimulus intensities (100, 200, and 300 A) there is a clear increase in IPSPs following the tetanic stimulation. (Bii) The relationship
between stimulus intensity and the frequency of IPSPs was quantified for 12 relay neurons. Note the gradual increase in the average frequency
of IPSPs in response to increasing stimulus intensities. The number of neurons studied at each intensity is indicated in parenthesis.
stimulation (50 A) failed to evoke IPSPs greater than ner consistent with the hypothesis that mGluR activation
occurred at presynaptic dendrites (F2 terminals) ofspontaneous activity (Figure 5Bi). With increasing stimu-
lus intensities (100–400 A), optic tract stimulation dLGN interneurons (Cox et al., 1998; Cox and Sherman,
2000). We next tested whether mGluRs were involvedevoked a robust increase in IPSP activity. Increasing
the stimulus intensity from 100 A to 300 A produced with the increase in IPSP activity by optic tract stimula-
tion. Tetanic stimulation of optic tract evoked a robusta 2-fold increase in IPSP activity. In 12 cells tested with
multiple stimulus intensities, there was a clear intensity- increase in IPSP activity in the presence of iGluR antago-
nists DNQX and CPP (Figure 6A, DNQX/CPP). In thedependent increase in IPSP activity (Figure 5Bii). The
increase in IPSP activity was significantly greater than presence of the general mGluR antagonist -methyl-4-
carboxyphenylglycine (MCPG, 700 M), the increase inbaseline activity for intensities greater than 100 A (p
0.05; ANOVA with Dunn’s tests). IPSP activity by optic tract stimulation was strongly at-
tenuated (Figure 6A, MCPG/DNQX/CPP). Following re-
covery after washout of MCPG, application of GABAAIncrease in IPSP Activity Is Mediated by mGluRs
From our earlier studies, we found that mGluR agonists receptor antagonist, SR95531, completely attenuated
the IPSPs in a reversible manner (Figure 6A,SR95531,increased spontaneous IPSPs in a TTX-insensitive man-
Neuron
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Figure 7. The Increase in IPSP Activity Is Independent of the Teta-
nus-Evoked, Slow Depolarization in Relay Neurons
Cesium-containing internal pipette solution was used to block K
channels, and in these conditions, the membrane potential remained
stable at 10 mV. Spontaneous: a few spontaneous IPSPs were
observed prior to stimulation. Tetanic stimulation (DNQX/CPP): in
the presence of the iGluR antagonists DNQX (40 M) and CPP (20
M), tetanic stimulation of optic tract (400 A, 200 Hz) produced a
Figure 6. The Increase in IPSP Activity by Optic Tract Stimulation robust increase in IPSP activity without evoking a slow membrane
Is Mediated by mGluR Activation depolarization. MCPG/DNQX/CPP: the increase in IPSP activity by
optic tract stimulation was attenuated by the mGluR antagonist(A) Spontaneous: very few spontaneous IPSPs are observed in the
MCPG (700M) and recovered following 10 min wash (Wash (DNQX/absence of stimulation. (Optic tract stimulation) DNQX/CPP: tetanic
CPP). SR95531/DNQX/CPP: the GABAA antagonist SR95531 alsostimulation (400 A, 200 Hz) of optic tract in the presence of the
reversibly attenuated the tetanus-evoked IPSPs.iGluR antagonists DNQX (40 M) and CPP (20 M) evokes a robust
increase in the frequency of IPSPs. MCPG/DNQX/CPP: with the
addition of the mGluR antagonist MCPG (700 M), optic tract stimu-
lation decreases the frequency of IPSPs. Wash (DNQX/CPP): the 83%  8% at 700 M (n  6), and these data were
attenuation of tetanus-induced increases in IPSP activity recovers pooled for analysis.
after 10 min wash. SR95531/DNQX/CPP: addition of the GABAA
antagonist SR95531 (10 M) completely attenuated the increase in
IPSP activity by optic tract stimulation, indicating that these short- Increase in IPSP Activity Is Independent
duration hyperpolarizations are GABAA-mediated IPSPs. Wash of Membrane Depolarization
(DNQX/CPP): the tetanus-evoked increase in IPSP activity recov- In the majority of neurons in which optic tract stimulation
ered nearly to control levels after 15 min wash.
evoked an increase in IPSP activity (44/60), there was an(B) Quantification of IPSPs frequency obtained for different experi-
accompanying long-lasting membrane depolarization inmental conditions is illustrated in the histogram. The average fre-
the relay neuron (Figures 2–6). In order to block thequency was calculated for the 15 s window following optic tract
stimulation. Data are presented as mean  SD of reduction in IPSP slow depolarization, we substituted our K-containing
frequency relative to control. The number of neurons studied is pipette solution with a Cs2-containing solution. Under
indicated in parenthesis. these conditions, optic tract stimulation in the presence
of iGluR antagonists CPP and DNQX no longer evoked
the slow depolarization in all cells tested (n 9). In theseWash). The antagonist MCPG (500–700M) significantly
reduced the IPSP activity evoked by optic tract stimula- experiments, the resting membrane potential stabilized
between 10 to 20 mV, and at this resting level thetion by an average of 75%  14% compared to control
(Figure 6B; n9; p0.01). The effect partially recovered driving force on the IPSPs was increased. Under these
recording conditions, optic stimulation still evoked afollowing MCPG washout. Based on a limited number
of antagonist concentrations tested, MCPG reduced the robust increase in IPSP activity in 3 of 9 cells tested
(Figure 7, tetanic stimulation). The increase in IPSP activ-IPSP frequency by 64%  15% at 500 M (n  3) and
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Figure 8. The Increase in IPSP Activity in Re-
lay Neurons Is Independent of Suprathresh-
old Excitation of Interneurons
(A) Spontaneous: this interneuron exhibited
very few spontaneous IPSPs prior to optic
tract stimulation. Control: tetanic stimulation
of optic tract (200 A, 30 Hz, 10 pulses)
evokes a large-amplitude, short-lasting de-
polarization (presumed EPSP) that can trigger
action potential discharge (*, spikes trun-
cated). DNQX/CPP: the short-lasting EPSPs
are completely blocked by the glutamate an-
tagonists DNQX (40 M) and CPP (20 M).
Increasing the stimulus intensity using con-
stant stimulus frequency to that which
evoked an increase in IPSPs in relay neurons
(300–400 A, 200 Hz) did not produce any
lasting changes in the membrane potential
of interneurons.
(B) In a different interneuron, similar high-fre-
quency tetanic stimulation evoked supra-
threshold excitation in control solutions.
However, in the presence of iGluR antago-
nists, the tetanus produced no apparent last-
ing changes in membrane excitability.
ity was reversibly attenuated by MCPG (500 M; Figure Discussion
7, MCPG/DNQX/CPP), and the IPSPs were once again
completely attenuated by SR95531 (n  3). These data The vast majority of synaptic inputs onto individual relay
neurons originate from nonretinal sources and likely playindicate that the increase in IPSP activity occurs inde-
pendently of the slow depolarization of the relay neuron. a key role in the regulation of information gating through
the thalamus (Van Horn et al., 2000). In this study, we
have focused on the contribution of inhibitory interneu-
Increase in IPSP Activity Is Independent rons within the dLGN. These cells are of considerable
of Somatic Actions in Interneurons interest because they give rise to two distinct forms of
We have shown that the increase in IPSP activity in output: axonal and dendritic. The functional role of these
response to optic tract stimulation persists in the pres- different outputs has remained quite speculative given
ence of the iGluR antagonists DNQX and CPP. Our inter- the limited amount of physiological data regarding the
pretation is that fast excitatory synaptic responses me- output of these interneurons. To our knowlege, these
diated by iGluR activation in interneurons are attenuated results provide the first evidence indicating that these
and can no longer produce suprathreshold excitation of presynaptic outputs are regulated in an activity-depen-
interneurons that could in turn increase axonal output dent manner. In this study, we demonstrate that tetanic
of interneurons (F1 terminals) observed as an increase stimulation of optic tract can increase inhibitory activity
in IPSPs in relay neurons. However, any long-lasting within thalamocortical relay neurons via activation of
depolarizations at the somatic level of interneurons in mGluRs. Activation of these receptors requires tetanic
response to the tetanic stimulation could produce the stimulation and is limited to activation of optic tract but
increased inhibitory activity that we observed in the not corticothalamic fibers. Furthermore, the increase in
relay neurons. We next recorded from dLGN interneu- inhibitory activity within the relay neurons is indepen-
rons, and in control conditions, tetanic stimulation of dent of action potential discharge by inhibitory interneu-
optic tract could evoke short-lasting depolarizations in rons as would be predicted by traditional feed-forward
interneurons that could produce action potential dis- inhibition. Our working hypothesis is that synaptic acti-
charge (Figure 8). These excitatory responses were vation of mGluR on distal presynaptic dendrites of
completely attenuated by the iGluR antagonists CPP interneurons increases the release of GABA from these
(20 M) and DNQX (40 M) in 10 of 11 cells. Increasing dendrites to produce inhibition in relay neurons (see
the stimulus trains to levels that produced maximal Figure 1A). Because these presynaptic dendrites are
effects seen in relay neurons (400 A, 200 Hz) produced localized near the excitatory retinogeniculate synapse
no lasting changes in the membrane potential of onto the relay neurons, this form of inhibition may play
interneurons. In addition, no depolarizations were ob- a critical role in the modulation of synaptic transmission
served in response to the mGluR agonist ACPD in all at retinogeniculate synapses.
interneurons tested (n  10, data not shown). These
data suggest that the increase in IPSP activity observed Diverse Actions of mGluRs
in relay neurons in response to optic tract stimulation in Thalamic Nuclei
is not due to a lasting, suprathreshold excitation at the A variety of mGluR subtypes has been localized within
thalamic nuclei, and these different receptor subtypessoma level of the interneurons.
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give rise to a variety of actions within these nuclei (Kino- advance from our earlier studies in that the synaptic
shita et al., 1998; Martin et al., 1992; Neto et al., 2000; activation of these mGluRs occurs in an activity-depen-
Ohishi et al., 1993a, 1993b; Petralia et al., 1996; Shige- dent manner, and this may provide us with some insight
moto et al., 1992). Expression of mRNA for group I to the functional significance of this feed-forward inhibi-
mGluRs within the dLGN appears restricted to distal tory pathway. In our earlier study (Cox and Sherman,
dendrites of thalamocortical neurons opposite to corti- 2000), mGluR agonists were shown to produce a tetro-
cothalamic axons terminals as well as presynaptic den- dotoxin (TTX)-insensitive increase in IPSP frequency in
drites of local interneurons (F2 terminals) (Godwin et al., cat dLGN relay neurons. The alterations in inhibitory
1996a; Vidnya´nszky et al., 1996). Until now, electrophysi- activity in the recorded relay cells were differentiated
ological studies have shed light on the role of mGluRs into two groups based on TTX sensitivity. This differenti-
localized on the relay neurons, but those on the interneu- ation was consistent with two morphological classes of
rons have been somewhat elusive. relay neurons—type I (Y) and type II (X): these corre-
Metabotropic glutamate receptor agonists strongly spond to two classes of cells in the cat dLGN identified
depolarize thalamic relay neurons via suppression of a in vivo (Friedlander et al., 1981; LeVay and Ferster, 1977).
K conductance (Charpak et al., 1990; Cox et al., 1998; Futhermore, F2 synapses are more commonly associ-
McCormick and von Krosigk, 1992; Salt and Eaton, ated with type-II neurons than type-I neurons, and these
1991). A similar action of mGluR activation has been are the neurons that had a TTX-insensitive increase in
described for GABA-containing neurons in the TRN (Cox inhibitory activity (Wilson et al., 1984). Thus, our findings
and Sherman, 1999). In contrast, somatic recordings regarding activation of F2 terminals may provide insight
from interneurons reveal little or no alteration in mem- regarding cellular mechanisms that give rise to the func-
brane potential or input resistance by mGluR agonists tional role of X-type relay neurons.
(Cox et al., 1998; Cox and Sherman, 2000; Pape and Although these different cells types can be distin-
McCormick, 1995). The depolarization of thalamic relay guished by morphological differences in cat dLGN, such
neurons is mimicked by tetanic activation of corticotha- a distinction is not established within rat dLGN. How-
lamic pathway and has been shown to play a potentially ever, in vivo recordings from rat dLGN suggest response
important role in the regulation of the firing mode of properties of relay neurons similar to X- and Y-type
thalamic relay neurons that may be important in informa- distinctions that have been established in cat dLGN
tion gating through the thalamus (Godwin et al., 1996b; (Gabriel et al., 1996; Lennie and Perry, 1981). Further-
Lee and McCormick, 1997; McCormick and von Krosigk, more, our work has demonstrated similar findings at
1992; Nakanishi, 1994; Steriade et al., 1993; Turner and the cellular level (i.e., TTX-insensitive and TTX-sensitive
Salt, 2000). It is worth noting that depolarizing actions increases in inhibitory activity by mGluR agonists) in
of mGluR activation appear relatively ubiquitous across both rat and cat dLGN (Cox et al., 1998; Cox and Sher-
thalamic relay neurons; however, the mGluR-mediated man, 2000). As we report, the optic tract stimulation
actions on F2 terminals are restricted to a subpopulation evoked an increase in IPSP activity in approximately
of relay neurons (see below). 49% of relay cells tested, despite the fact that “fast”
Activation of group II/III mGluRs receptors has been excitatory synaptic responses were recorded in all cells
shown to attenuate corticothalamic excitatory synaptic included in this study, suggesting intact innervation by
activity as well as reduce TRN-mediated inhibition in the optic tract fibers in all cells tested. Unfortunately,
thalamic relay neurons, presumably via a presynaptic at this time, we are unable to distinguish different types
mechanism (Salt and Eaton, 1995; Turner and Salt, of rat dLGN relay neurons by an independent means;
1999). In addition, activation of postsynaptic group II however, the fact that we observe the mGluR-mediated
mGluRs has been shown to produce a postsynaptic increase in inhibitory activity within a subpopulation of
hyperpolarization of TRN neurons, indicating an addi- relay neurons is consistent with results in the cat dLGN.
tional means of inhibition by this subgroup of mGluRs
(Cox and Sherman, 1999). As with the membrane depo-
Functional Significancelarization of the thalamic relay neurons, these actions
Inhibitory processes in the dLGN are considered to betoo likely result from activation of corticothalamic path-
important elements in the processing of visual signalsway and thus serve as a form of feedback regulation by
arriving from the retina in that they can enhance sensitiv-the cortex on thalamic neurons. To date, activation of
ity for local contrast information and modulate signalthe primary sensory input to the dLGN, optic tract, does
detectability (Berardi and Morrone, 1984; Holdefer et al.,not activate mGluRs and thereby does not produce
1989; Norton and Godwin, 1992; Sillito and Kemp, 1983).a lasting membrane depolarization in relay neurons
Considering that X-type neurons produce sustained out-(McCormick and von Krosigk, 1992; Turner and Salt,
put and are quite sensitive to changes in contrast, our2000). The iGluR-insensitive depolarization we observed
results may provide a functional circuit that could bein response to optic tract stimulation is due in part
regarded as an early form of contrast gain control (Fried-to activation of noradrenergic/dopaminergic receptors
lander et al., 1981; Hoffmann et al., 1972; Lehmkuhle(C.L.C. and G., 2003, Soc. Neurosci., abstracts). It is
et al., 1980). Because increasing contrast in a visualworth noting that the presence of this depolarization
stimulus results in an increasing response in retinal gan-had no influence on our findings regarding activation of
glion cells (Kaplan et al., 1987), we would predict fromF2 terminals (Figures 6 and 7).
our results that at low frequencies the mGluRs are notOur present findings provide evidence that activation
activated; however, with higher frequencies of retino-of optic tract fibers does indeed activate mGluRs that
geniculate activity, mGluRs on F2 terminals would beare presumably localized on the presynaptic dendrites
of dLGN interneurons. This study provides an important activated and engage this inhibitory circuit. Previous
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solution that contained (in mM) 117.0 Cs-gluconate, 13.0 CsCl, 1.0studies have indicated that individual retinal ganglion
MgCl2, 0.07 CaCl2, 0.1 EGTA, 10.0 HEPES, 2.0 Na2-ATP, 0.4 Na-GTP,neurons may produce sustained activity greater than
and 0.3% biocytin. The pH and osmolarity of internal solution was150 Hz in response to visual stimuli (Cleland et al., 1973;
adjusted to 7.3 and 290 mOsm, respectively. The internal solution
Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966). We would predict that resulted in 10 mV junction potential that was left uncorrected
the excitatory response of the relay neuron would be in the voltage measures. Membrane voltage was recorded using
current-clamp mode, and only neurons with stable access resis-attenuated at higher frequencies via activation of F2
tance ranged from 8–15 M	 at beginning of the recording. Theterminals, and therefore the relay neuron could be sensi-
recordings were performed only in neurons with stable resting mem-tive to a broader dynamic range. In addition, or perhaps
brane potential. Recordings included in this study had an initialalternatively, this activity-dependent increase in inhibi-
access resistance ranging from 8 to 15 M	 and typically increased
tion could serve to limit the maximum responsiveness to a final value of 10–20 M	 by the end of the recording session.
of the relay neuron. If correct, this form of contrast gain Synaptic responses were evoked by stimulating either optic tract
or optic radiation with monopolar, sharpened tungsten electrodes,control would be a property associated with type II (X)
using 100s square wave constant current pulses with varied stimu-but not type I (Y) neurons.
lus intensity (25–400 A) and frequency (0.1–200 Hz). Data acquisi-Our results may also shed light on the potential com-
tion and analyses were performed using pCLAMP software (Axonpartmentalization of activity by the inhibitory interneu-
Instruments). Data were digitized, filtered online at 2.5 kHz, and
rons. The activity-dependent, mGluR-mediated increase stored on an IBM PC-compatible computer. The IPSPs were de-
in inhibition within thalamic relay neurons occurs inde- tected using a threshold detector (minimum amplitude: 0.5 mV),
and subsequent analyses were performed using the MiniAnalysispendently of any apparent alterations in excitability of
software program (Synaptosoft, Leonia, NJ). For quantification ofinterneurons at the somatic level. These data suggest
IPSPs, an average IPSP frequency was calculated from five consec-that the increased output of F2 terminals occurs elec-
utive sweeps (15 s following stimulation) for each experimental con-trotonically distant from the soma, as predicted by
dition. Summarized data are expressed as mean  standard devia-
earlier modeling studies of dLGN interneurons (Bloom- tion (SD), and statistical significance was usually tested using a
field and Sherman, 1989). Furthermore, these data sug- Mann-Whitney U test, unless noted differently. p values less than
0.05 were considered statistically significant.gest that the output of distal dendrites (F2 terminals) by
Concentrated stock solutions of various pharmacological agentsmGluR activation occurs independently and therefore
were prepared and diluted in physiological saline to a final concen-would not influence the axonal output (F1 terminals) of
tration before use. Agonists were typically applied via a short bolusinterneurons. Because of the close proximity of excit-
using a syringe pump (Cox and Sherman, 1999). Antagonists such
atory and inhibitory synapses within the triadic arrange- as CPP, DNQX, and SR95531 were bath applied. MCPG, DNQX,
ment, it is likely that activity of F2 terminals would be ACPD, CPP, and SR95531 were purchased from Tocris (St. Louis,
MO). TTX and the remaining compounds were purchased fromrestricted and likely represent a focal form of information
Sigma (St. Louis, MO).integration. In addition, given the fine structure of the
Neuronal cell types (relay or interneurons) were confirmed by theirdendritic arborization of interneurons, these F2 termi-
morphology using biocytin injections. After recording, slices werenals may also serve as local integrators such that the
fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
dendritic arbor of an interneuron may give rise to multi- (pH 7.4). Slices were then reacted with avidin-biotin-peroxidase
ple, independent integrators. Such an arrangement may complex (ABC Elite, Vector Labs, CA) using established procedures
in our laboratory (Cox et al., 1996; Cox and Sherman, 2000; Horikawaplay an important role in the local processing and, ulti-
and Armstrong, 1988). Subsequently, slices were mounted with per-mately, the gating of sensory information through the
mount, and the neurons were examined under a light microscope.thalamus.
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